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Abstract

This is a report on the “Workshop on Advanced Computing for Accelerators” held at Daresbury
Laboratory and The Cockcroft Institute, 15-17/1/2013.

Modern high performance computing architectures mean that the power at our disposal today
is orders of magnitude greater than it was a few years ago. Yet many accelerator simulations and
analyses are performed on desktops and laptops, far more slowly than they could be, because of
our slowness to adopt new ways of working.

The workshop was held to explore how we can all get results faster and better, and even change
our way of thinking and working in accelerator research, thanks to modern computing hardware
that has become available.

c© STFC 2013. Neither the STFC Scientific Computing Depatment nor its collaborators accept any
responsibility for loss or damage arising from the use of information contained in any of their reports
or in any communication about their tests or investigations.
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1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 1

1 Introduction and Background

Modern high performance computing architectures mean that the power at our disposal today is orders
of magnitude greater than it was a few years ago. Yet many accelerator simulations and analyses are
performed on desktops and laptops, far more slowly than they could be, because of our slowness to
adopt new ways of working.

This is a report on a three day workshop to explore how we can all get results faster and better, and
even change our way of thinking and working in accelerator research, thanks to modern computing
hardware that has become available. The workshop was jointly organised by the Hartree Centre and
the Cockcroft Institute.

Each day of the workshop was different as will be explained below. The programme and presentation
materials are available from http://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?ovw=True&confId=

218742.

1.1 Participants

Registered participants included the following.

Andreas Adelmann, PSI-AMAS, Zurich; Aimidula Aimierding, Cockcroft Institute; Simon Albright,
University of Huddersfield; Rob Allan, STFC Daresbury; John Allison, Manchester; Steve Andrews,
SJA Associates; Rob Appleby, University of Manchester-Cockcroft; Mike Ashworth, STFC Dares-
bury; Faissal Bakkali Taheri, University of Oxford; Roger Barlow, Huddersfield University; David
Brett, University of Manchester-Cockcroft; John Brooke, University of Manchester; Graeme Burt,
Lancaster University; Dave Cable, STFC Daresbury; Lawrence Campbell, University of Strathclyde;
Swapan Chattopadhyay, Cockcroft Institute; David Cooke, University of Huddersfield; Tomasz Cy-
bulski, University of Liverpool-Cockcroft; Alexander Dick, University of Strathclyde; David Dunning,
STFC Daresbury; Chris Edmonds, University of Liverpool-Cockcroft; Kamran Fathi, University of
Surrey; Jonathan Follows, STFC Daresbury; Philippe Goudket, ASTeC-STFC ; Andrew Green, Uni-
versity of Manchester; Bas van der Greer, Pulsar Physics, Eindhoven; James Henderson, Strathclyde
University; Kai Hock, University of Liverpool; Mark Howitt, Inventya Ltd.; Puneet Jain, University
of Manchester; Bryan Jones, STFC; James Jones, STFC; Roger Jones, University of Manchester-
Cockcroft.; Matti Kalliokoski, Lancaster University-Cockcroft; David Kelliher, ASTeC-STFC RAL;
Anna Kolano, University of Huddersfield; Ivan Konoplev, JAI Oxford University; David Sangcheol
Lee, IIAA Huddersfield; Rosa Letizia, Lancaster University-Cockcroft Institute; Billy Liggins, Cock-
croft; Chris Lingwood, Lancaster University; Shinji Machida, ASTeC; Kumbirai Makore, Huddersfield
University; Larisa Malysheva, Oxford University-JAI; Peter McIntosh, STFC Daresbury; Brian Mc-
Neil, University of Strathclyde; Rashid Mehmood, Huddersfield University; Manish Modani, IBM;
James Molson; Bruno Muratori, STFC Daresbury; David Newton, University of Liverpool-Cockcroft;
Tim Noakes, STFC; Hywel Owen, University of Manchester; Claudio Paoloni, Lancaster University;
Ben Pine, STFC; Domenico Pinto, Lancaster University-Cockcroft; Andrew Porter, STFC Daresbury;
Christopher Prior, STFC RAL-Oxford University; Haroon Rafique, Huddersfield University; Rox-
ana Rata, IIAA Huddersfield; Naomi Ratcliffe, Huddersfield University; Reuben Santer, STFC; Suzie
Sheehy, ASTeC-STFC RAL; Vlad Skarda, STFC Swindon; Jonathan Smith, Tech-X UK Ltd; Mark
Surman, STFC Daresbury; Neil Thompson, STFC; Robin Tucker, Lancaster University; Sam Tygier;
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Vasilis Tzoganis, Cockcroft Institute; Bas van der Geer, Pulsar Physics; William Webster, University
of Cambridge; Alan Wheelhouse, ASTeC-STFC; Peter Williams, STFC Daresbury; Rob Williamson,
STFC; Andrzej Wolski, University of Liverpool; Guoxing Xia, Manchester-Cockcroft Institute.

2 Agenda for Day 1

Day 1 was a hands on training session using the Hartree Centre training suite with local worksta-
tions and access to the iDataPlex cluster. The session focussed on learning how to get results from
program packages already known to the participants much more quickly by using multi-core parallel
architectures. After introductory presentations from Roger Barlow and Rob Allan, codes explored
include VORPAL (Jonathan Smith, Tech-X UK Ltd.), Elegant (Peter Williams, Cockcroft Institute),
GPT (Bas van der Greer, Pulsar Physics, Eindhoven, NL) and Genesis (David Dunning, Cockcroft
Institute).

Some 50 students and tutors attended Day 1 and became familiar with logging onto the resources,
editing and transferring file and input data sets and submitting various sizes of job.

3 Agenda for Day 2

Day 2 comprised of a series of presentations exploring existing case studies of how some researchers,
in accelerator research and other fields, have made good use of the HPC facilities available to them.

The programme for Day 2 was as follows (links are to the PDF version of the slides).

Roger Barlow: Introduction to Day 2 – http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=
15&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=218742

Jonathan Follows: Introduction to HPC and Parallel Architectures: Hardware – http://indico.

cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=2&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=218742

Mike Ashworth: Introduction to HPC and Parallel Architectures: Software – http://indico.

cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=16&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=218742

David Cooke: Doing more in less time: Some examples of task farming and parallel comput-
ing in computational solid state chemistry – http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?

contribId=0&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=218742

Lawrence Campbell: The Puffin code for Free Electron Laser simulation – http://indico.cern.

ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=1&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=218742

Sam Tygier: Experience with GPMAD – http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=
3&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=218742

Bas van der Greer: Multi-Objective Genetic Optimisation – http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.

py/access?contribId=21&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=218742
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Andreas Adelmann: OPAL and FEMAXX – Parallel Codes for Particle Accelerator Modelling –
http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=20&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=

218742

James Molson: Multi-threading in the MERLIN Simulation Program – http://indico.cern.ch/

getFile.py/access?contribId=5&resId=0&materialId=slides&confId=218742

Chris Lingwood: Experiences with a Condor Pool – http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?
contribId=19&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=218742

Rashid Mehmood: Parallel Solution of Large Sparse Matrix Equation Systems – http://indico.

cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=27&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=218742

John Allison: Parallelising GEANT-4 – http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=
4&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=218742

David Brett: A parallel Differential Algebra Code: tackling an apparently linear problem with
OpenMP – http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.py/access?contribId=18&resId=0&materialId=
slides&confId=218742

Chris Lingwood: Multi-pactor Simulations with VORPAL – http://indico.cern.ch/getFile.

py/access?contribId=12&resId=1&materialId=slides&confId=218742

Prof. Barlow introduced the meeting by comparing as a function of time the growth of computers
based on Moore’s Law, see Figure 1 of transistors and the growth of centre of mass energy of con-
stituents in accelerators using Livingston’s plot, see Figure 2. We can today do calculations more
quickly than previously and and also larger simulations enabling us to think in a different way. He
also talked about what was done on Day 1 and showed a speedup curve obtained, showing how for a
small Genesis job performance increased linearly up to 50 cores, with diminishing returns above that.

Jonathan Follows talked about the evolution of HPC hardware architectures.

Doing simulations to model the real world depends on the computer systems available at the time.
The increase in performance (Moore’s Law) was originally linked to an increase in clock speed, but this
has now flattened off, and the increased power comes from increased parallelism. The way hardware
is evolving may make it more difficult to use. We have to be aware of the architecure which starts
with a CPU (central processing unit) and memory, with additions of FPU (floating point unit) and
cache (perhaps more than one level). More power is obtained by using multiple processing units. This
causes a problem if they are accessing the same areas of memory and could over-write each other.
Having to manage this complexity therefore limits the number of processors which can share memory.
However compilers can in many cases deal with SMP (shared memory processing, or symmetric multi-
processing) computers. Some hand tuning is still likely to be required to get the best performance.

Memory architectures are also changing. It is possible to put many processors on a silicon chip and
have multiple chips, but memory is now distributed and there will be differences in performance when
reading from memory local or remote to a particular chip.

In addition to the CPU and FPU, modern processors such as the Intel Xeon familiy have vector
units (AVX on the current SandyBridge processors). Data has to be read in from memory in time
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Figure 1: Moore’s Law
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Figure 2: Livingston Plot
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to be processed. GPUs (graphical processing units) are often added and these comprise many simple
processing units but require even larger quantities of data to stream through them.

In conclusion, SMP types of systems with multiple processing units are relatively straightforward to
program, but large ones are very expensive. It is more usual nowadays to use an aggregation of many
small units of this type connected by a high speed communication network such as InfiniBand. This
means that a single simulation has to be divided into parts which will run on the separate SMP units
with data exchange between them. The challenge is to manage data movement in these systems.

A number of slides then described the Hartree Centre iDataPlex cluster, the Top500 list of fastest
computers in the world, and virtual SMP. Other slides described the Hartree Centre BG/Q and used
the BG chip as an illustration of processor and cache compexity.

The data storage systems (disc and tape archive) available to the Hartree Centre were described and
also the large scale immersive 3D visualisation facilities available.

Q. Andreas Adelmann asked about early access projects and how to apply. IBM systems are still
in a commissioning phase. Will you accept any other users? A. There are a number of early access
projects taking place at the moment, testing the systems and helping to improve documentation. Rob
Allan and Roger Barlow will discuss this later. We can provide application forms and explore project
collaboration to make use of the resources

Mike Ashworth talked about how the evolution of hardware impacts the way we need to write
software. He also explained the background to the Hartree Centre and the Scientific Computing
Department at STFC. He first explained the Top500 list [3] in more detail and plots usually presented
by Jack Dongarra, see Figure 1. There has been an exponential increase in available computing power
over a number of years. There is a prize awarded annually to the highest performing real applications
– the Gordon Bell Prize: GFlop/s 1988, TFlop/s 1998, PFlop/s 2008. We can extrapolate the graph
and estimate we might have the possibility of exa-scale performance around 2020. Following slides
showed the performance of Gordon Bell prize winning applications.

Have we however reached the limits already? The main issue is the “power wall”. Moore’s Law
actually relates to the number of transistors on a chip, and that is still increasing. However the clock
frequency has reached a peak and so has the power per CPU socket and number of instructions per
clock cycle. These are limited by power density. So looking over the history of the Top500 we find that
performance increases in fact have been for a variety of reasons, and this might continue. Currently
it is achieved by adding cores to the overall system, e.g. Sequoia at LLNL has over 1M cores.

DARPA’s Exascale Computing Report [5] is still suggesting an exa-flop by 2020 and analyses how this
might be achieved. The overall power consumption of such a system will still be a limiting factor and
it is assumed this should not exceed 10-20 MW. 50-100 GF/W needed but it is currently 2.5 GF/W.
Information about the power consumption can be found from the so-called Green500 list [4].

Applications need to have enough parallelism to exploit such systems, and may need to handle over
100M threads of execution in software. Each thread however has a very small amount of memory
available and limited bandwidth. We noted that it is data movement which consumes power, so
data re-use is important. Algorithms need to be designed to address this and also to exploit hybrid
architectures.
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One way to write a new generation of software is to consider more complex multi-scale, multi-physics
applications which can exploit varios levels of parallelism. This may require a multi-disciplinary team.

Current software is indeed being written using multi-level parallelism, e.g. MPI (data communication)
plus OpenMP (thread level). There are emerging PGAS (Partitioned Global Address Space) languages
such as Co-Array Fortran which might help and special languages for processing GPUs and similar
functional units.

The STFC Scientific Computing Department (SCD) with approx 160 staff was introduced. Com-
putation science is now regarded as the 3rd pillar of research alongside theory and experimental
observation. SCD aims to address the software life-cycle. Opportunities span business, politics, sci-
ence and technology. Many realistic industrial problems can now be addressed. The Hartree Centre
has been established as a new international centre of computational science and engineering to address
the challenges and opportunities [1]. This is a project collaboration with external funding [6] involving
STFC, IBM, OCF, Intel, nVidia, Mellanox, ScalMP and DDN.

Mike finally described the Collaborative Computational Projects (CCPs) and HEC Consortia as being
an excellent way for a community to work together develop large and complex research specific appli-
cations and get support from STFC. They have been shown to be successful in tackling development
and maintenance of codes in thematic areas. How about a CCP in computational accelerator science?

CCP Title Funding

CCP4 Macromolecular Crystallography BBSRC
CCP5 The Computer Simulation of Condensed Phases EPSRC
CCP9 Computational Electronic Structure of Condensed Matter EPSRC
CCP12 High Performance Computing in Engineering EPSRC
CCP-ASEArch Algorithms and Software for Emerging Architectures EPSRC
CCP-BioSim Biomolecular simulation at the life sciences interface EPSRC
CCP-EM Electron cryo-Microscopy MRC
CCPi Tomographic Imaging EPSRC
CCPN NMR BBSRC
CCP-NC NMR Crystallography EPSRC
CCPQ Quantum dynamics in Atomic, Molecular and Optical

Physics
EPSRC

CCP1 The Electronic Structure of Molecules none
CCP3 Computational Studies of Surfaces none
CCP6 Molecular Quantum Dynamics none
CCP13 Software for Fibre and Polymer Diffraction none
CCP14 Powder Diffraction none
CCPP Computational Plasma Physics none

Q. Jonny Smith asked about MPI-3 standard which may have more support for OpenMP like pro-
gramming. Does that help?

A. There are benefits to using a hybrid approach, i.e. top level distributed MPI level and OpenMP
below. This allows separation between core strength and parallelism. Single sided protocols have been
improved in MPI e.g. in MPI-2, so new features in MPI-3 may being additional improvements, but
not likely to change view of using 32 cores on single processor that will still require threading at lower
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level.

Q. OpenMP development is not easy and introduction of OpenMP may incur overheads, e.g. it is
possible for conflicts to occur between threads and false sharing of cache lines. Performance debugging
of OpenMP is also difficult, not many tools available to demonstrate how time is spent at that level.
Discussion of clusters at OpenMP did anything come of that?

A. I dont know.

Q. Ben asked about large data processing systems like Google and Amazon. Is this having any impact?

A. Commercial users are clearly driving commodity hardware developments, but companies are also
receptive to the needs of the HPC community too and will design processors appropriate to both. Intel
for instance have exa-scale centres in USA and Europe. Feedback from experience to future design.

David Cooke gave examples from computational chemistry showing use of computers from desktop
to national resrouces in a research context. David is a founder of the HPC Centre at Huddersfield
which have an agreement with Daresbury, although this pre-dates the Hartree Centre. David is also
a member of the executive board of CCP5, applying physics and chemistry to condensed phases of
matter such as solids.

Areas of study include bulk and surface defects, interfaces, nano-particles and crystal growth. All the
work shown is published and much of it is of industrial interest. Some of the problems involve very
large computations, but there are also a very large number of small calculations which need to be
organised. These can span a wide range of resources. Doing the most in the least time involves fitting
the particular problem to the appropriate type of computer, or adapting the problem to the resource
available.

David showed examples from his Ph.D. on heavy metal dopents on hematite metal oxide surfaces. Some
20,000 short (2 hour) calculations were required. Small clusters and PCs were used, but available disk
space was then an issue. He mentioned HPC and Condor pools also a Beowulf (PC based) cluster with
96 cores. Nowadays many universities have larger resources, Huddersfield for instance have some 400
cores plus a Condor pool and also access resources hosted at DL. 3 years’ work could now be repeated
in a weekend! Writing a script to co-ordinate the work pays dividends, see Figure 3.

When using shared HPC resources we must however be careful. These systems are typically aimed
at capability computing (a few large jobs) rather than high throughput (thousands of smaller jobs).
Typically the number of jobs in the queue from each user is limited. Procedures are put in place to
assure fair share of the resource, but users will try to find tricks to circumvent this. There are also
architectural limitations, such as the size of a node or partition which is allocated to each job, e.g.
one node with 16 or 32 cores. Resource utilisation is very important.

Other options include using dedicated high throughput systems such as Condor. Job arrays can be
used on other clusters. MPI wrapper codes can be written to manage multiple sub-jobs.

An example of ZnO surfaces was shown which resulted from some work done on HPCx. A combination
of techniques was using involving firstly cheap calculations to look for configurational effects. This
required a large number of short jobs, over 12,000. We were involved in the e-Minerals project and
started using Condor pools, with a large one at UCL. More refined calculations were then required to
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Figure 3: Geeks vs. Non-geeks

look at the fine details.

Another example was shown of nano-particle growth involving aggregation. There are preferential
topologies for particle bonding. Used potential mean force molecular dynamics simulations to plot
free energy vs. distances. Used Changman Moon’s method to combine multiple DL POLY jobs into
a single large MPI job.

Q. Mike Gleaves asked about how data is managed from the 20,000 calculations.

A. Output is formatted and scripts used to help with this.

Lawrence Campbell talked about PUFFIN, a free electron code written using F90 and MPI. What
is an FEL? A Free Electron Laser. Described how a typical FEL averaged code such as Genesis works
with periodic boundary conditions. Puffin is an un-averaged code. No SVEA or averaging process is
performed and the radiation field is sampled per cell – it’s a PIC (particle in cell) code. In averaged
code, the current is assumed constant in each slice, and each slice contains at least one radiation
wavelength. Un-averaged code allows full modelling of the radiation spectrum, and electrons are not
confined to slices so one can model current re-distribution during propogation. This is necessary for
FELs operating in the hard X-ray regime. Coherent spontaneous emission from current gradients
cannot be modelled at present. Electron transport cannot be fully modelled. Want to probe ultra-fast
phemonema.

Other phenomena which cannot easily be modelled include: Echo Enabled Harmonic Generation
(EEHG), which involves very large changes in electron positions; laser plasma accelerator which pro-
duces extremely short electron pulses and large degree of coherent emission.
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PUFFIN – Parallel Un-averaged FEL Integrator, is a first un-averaged FEL code in 3D [7]. It is not
currently used for design work, but for probing new schemes and ideas from the basic physics. The
electron beam is discretised as “macro-particles” on a grid, more details were shown in the slides. A
split step Fourier method is used to solve the field. Field source is solved using FE Gelerkin method
and integrated with 4th order Runge-Cutta. This results in a large sparse system of equations which
have to be solved numerically on the 3D mesh.

There are large data sets with some 109 particles each having 6 values. MPI is used plus existing
FFT packages (FFTW) and parallel linear solver packages such as MUMPS or HYPRE. Memory
distribution in the code is not obvious because electrons can move across the grid, only a few processes
might be doing most of the work. Currently keeping entire field on all processors because there are
a lot less field nodes than particles. The number of electrons which can be handled is limited by
memory. Using an in house 16-core server plus the NW-GRID cluster at Daresbury and University of
Strathclyde Archie T2 cluster [6]. Currently applying for time on Hartree Centre systems and Lucian
Anton of SCD is helping to test optimisation. Want to increase number of particles and address post-
processing using scripts or MatLab. Files are very large and have to be analysed in situ. An interface
similar to IDL used in Genesis would be useful.

Current work on plasma wakefield accelerator, etc.; model locked FEL; HHG seeding.

Q. Robin Tucker – does it model radiation field in free space or a cavity?

A. Its free space.

Q. Andreas Adelmann – problem with numerical Cherenkov radiation?

A. If you are modelling the Gaussian from the edges of the Gaussian sometimes you seem to get coher-
ent emission, so length is increased, coherent measurement aparent where there is small discontinuity.
Need to model over a larger computational domain.

Q. Bas van der Greer – why do you want to track so many particles?

A. Because the method we use is not dependent on the charge but on how much we want to sample,
we need a certain number of micro-particles to model properly. Also necessary because of the focusing
system that we use, if we had a better focusing system we may not need as many particles. Why not
track each particle as you have so many cores? This was a discussion for the break.

Sam Tygier described GPMAD which is a tracking code running on a GPU [8]. It is similar to the
MAD code and currently written in CUDA.

Sam introduced GPUs, graphic cards, computer games, very fast for drawing triangles. General
purpose GP-GPUs have more functionality and are programmable. “Unified shaders” on these chips
are similar to CPU cores, but simpler so there can be a lot of them. Many numerical algorithms are
similar to 3D graphics operations, e.g. particle tracking using matrices.

Programming languages are evolving, e.g. Brook, CUDA, OpenCL. GP-MAD started with students
in Manchester and used Brook. It could compute up to 4M particles using 16-bit precision and gave
5 times speedup comparing nVidia 7900 vs. Core2Duo Intel but was limited to 10k particles. Now
converted to CUDA and some 100-500 times faster than MAD on a single core. Supports 32- and
64-bit on current nVidia cards. Currently looking at adding space charge. Only implemented the
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aspects of MAD that are likely to speed up on a GPU, e.g. tracking a large number of particles
through a lattice.

The basic implementation uses 1st and 2nd order transport maps with an R and T matrix for each
magnet. Particles have 6 coordinates, each particle multiplied by R and T as it transits through the
magnets. GPMAD parses the same input as MAD to construct list of matrices. Matrices and particles
are uploaded to GPU, a single tracking kernel runs through elements. Twiss parameters are stored in
an array and output copied back to main memory.

Implementing space charge will make it more complicated, a separate kernel will probably be used.
Need to have all threads on the GPU doing the same tasks (kernel). The procedure will be to track
1/2 magnet, then apply space charge, then do second 1/2. Need to keep all data on GPU as data
transfer to and from main memory is slow. Operations are asynchronous, so synchronisation points
have to be added.

Comments about using CUDA: a good match for tracking, but more awkward for extracting statistical
properties. Simple operations, like a sum over 1,000 threads, is not straightforward because CUDA
does not have many built in reduction operations. One can implement a tree based approach or use
existing libraries, e.g. cuBLAS, Thrust. If starting today, would probably use OpenCL which is more
portable.

There are different GPU cards on the market, ones aimed at scientific users support double precision
but are more expensive. In any case it’s hard to reach peak performance and things like code branching
can drastically reduce performance.

Q. Ben – how does speedup change with space charge? You said you get speeds of up to 100 times
with space charge so how much does it slow down compared to without space charge?

A. Compared to the old code it was still 100 times quicker. Haroon Rafique noted that the space
charge is still in development, for simple models it should not take too much time. For instance what
is the Gaussian width of the bunch? There may be an additional step of measuring the width of that
bunch, if we add in more detailed space charge models where we look at the structure of the bunch it
will take much longer to run.

Q. Andreas – what is maximum number of particles?

A. The limit will be determined by the graphics card, Memory is the issue. The high end ones come
with 4 GB or 8 GB, so if your bunch takes up much more memory than that you will be shifting
workload from GPU to main memory which will affect the performance. Going through a gigabyte of
data when you effectively have 1,000 cores working on it makes it very quick.

Q. Bas – note about space charge, will be more overhead if a larger number of particles. It is virtually
impossible to track the space charge linearly

Q. Andy Porter – in addition to the options you have listed, there are now source code markups, e.g.
you can do OpenACC allowing extra comments around the loop which has been usable for the past
year and is also portable and it will also effectively do all the CUDA writing for you as well.

Bas van der Greer talked about multi-objective optimisation, which is about optimising many
aspects at the same time: proven design; good performance; affordability. There can be conflicting
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objectives and there are many objectives in beamline design.

There are several approaches. One is to use weight factors to make it look like a single objective. This
is a bad idea because there are trade offs. We really need to see and understand these.

Example of ultra-cold electron-ion source; an atom cloud is laser cooled and ionised to create a cold
plasma. In an accelerator this gives cold electron and ion beams. Application to semiconductor
industry. Everything is coupled together.

The GPT simulation code tracks particles in the time domain. It is fully 3D with non-linear effects and
relativistic equations of motion. Solves a 5th order embedded RK with adaptive step size; more details
given in the slides. Used Barnes-Hut algorithm (similar to fast multi-pole method). Interactions are
grouped hierarchically, e.g. neighbour to neighbour and far mean field.

Q. Andreas – is it a constrained optimisation problem?

A. Yes, because of physical limits. Parameter space approximately known, but can allow slightly larger
search space. What I do in practise is to have my initial box smaller in variables than the limit, so
that the solution is capable of going out of the original box if this proves to be better.

The method creates a Pareto front, a line where no further improvement can be made without detri-
ment of one or more objectives. There can be different classes of solution. Question about whether
the solutions are stable if in a very small part of parameter space.

The algorithm works iteratively with a population of samples. At each iteration, adds samples based
on best and removes worst (genetic). How to decide which are better? Quadrants are used. Better is
closest to the Pareto front. Remove best and then apply iteratively to next rank and so on. Also want
uniform sampling along Pareto front, so can kick out some which are close to others. New points are
created using differential evolution with 4 random parents taken from the set of points.

In practice there are multiple objectives and also constraints, the latter being easier to handle. Objec-
tives can be converted to constraints if the result is not critical, i.e. below a certain value is acceptable.
Because of the range of parameters tested, simulation codes have to be robust. Multi-objective opti-
misation works well on parallel computers.

Q. How much does the algorithm have to be adapted to the application?

A. It can be de-coupled completely with computational modules added.

Q. Roger – how many cores would be useful?

A. Will scale better with a large number of variables, more cores can help optimise more variables.

Andreas Adelmann presented OPAL and FEMAXX. OPAL is the Object Oriented Parallel Accel-
erator Library and FEMAXX is the Finite Element Eigenmode Solver. Both are open source codes
developed by students and users. They run on large clusters using MPI, not yet using GPUs. For open
source, it’s difficult to take on early or heterogeneous architectures. Need established “standards”.
Weak scaling works up to 10k cores. I/O is handled using H5hut and H5Root libraries. They have
applications to precise beam dynamics simulations. PSI near Zurich is a cyclotron; 0.59GeV, 2.3mA,
and is large and complex. Beam loss must be minimised, e.g. 99.8% transmission is required, otherwise
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the machine can be damaged.

The codes are multi-scale and multi-resolution. Solve Maxwell’s equations N-body problem, spa-
tial scale range, large complicated structure, neighbouring bunches, particle-matter interaction and
secondary particles.

OPAL [9] was described in more detail, see slides. It scales to approx 65k cores and is a community
code, models can be added and there are nightly regression tests. Its architecture was described.
It uses libraries like Trilinos and GSL (Gnu Scientific Library), I/O is handled with HDF5. Solves
Maxwell’s equations using a split hamiltonian – Hexternal plus Hspacecharge, see slides. FFTs are used
for PIC (Particle in Cell) methods, but load balancing is an issue because particles move. An iterative
Poisson solver is used with a pre-conditioned conjugate gradient.

FEMAXX was described in more detail, see slides. Solves 3D electric field vector wave equation. Three
types of eigensolver are implemented: JDSYM, JDQZ and NLJD. A constrained eigenvalue problem
leads to a sparse linear system. To solve this one can use ParMETIS for mesh partitioning (comes
with Trilinos) and Pre-conditioners, e.g. use IFPACK, ML, SuperLU, etc.

The H5hut HDF5 libraries from LBL are used in OPAL and FEMAXX. They are designed to handle
very large files, are platform independent and integrated with VisIT, ParaView and Root. A GUI on
top of H5Root (n-tuples) can take CAD input. These are very important for HPC and have been
shown to handle up to 3.7TB I/O on 16,000 cores.

There are future plans, but we are stuck with the architectures and programming paradigms available
today. Can have highly optimised single kernels, but in a multi-physics code it won’t work.

An ETHZ thesis on Parallel Hybrid Particle Mesh Framework was noted.

PRACE was entioned.

Q. Mike Gleaves – does Intel Phi still have problem of data transfer?

A. Currently yes, but hope this will be eliminated in future. Advantage is that it uses a standard
language.

James Molson described Merlin which is an open source C++ accelerator physics library. He is
using it for simulations of beam collimation on LHC, currently running on local machines and Grid
systems. It runs for several hours on some 1,000 cores for around 1bn particles. Want to re-run for
different materials and configurations.

Merlin takes the geometry file from MAD and comparisons have been made with Sixtrack. Currently
using simple approaches like OpenMP pragmas to parallelise, also using some MPI. It wes suggested
we may get numerical instabilities for large problems and this needs to be tested. Different solutions
are applied to different problems. Want to try Xeon Phi.

Chris Lingwood described experiences with high throughput Condor to run lots of small jobs. This
does not need dedicated hardware except for the master node and can use office PCs when idle. Condor
is therefore essentially free and uses spare CPU time. There may be a few small environmental issues
but these can be mitigated by switching off PCs when no longer required.
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Chris gave a live example on optimising klystrons and a demo.

Q. Ben – Does the SCARF cluster at Rutherford allow you to run multiple jobs?

A. It’s not really a capability machine but mainly a Grid based approach and also allows interactive
jobs.

Q. What happens if a machine shuts down?

A. Job could be re-started on another machine if it was compiled using checkpointing. Otherwise it
is re-started. It could be held in memory. DJC added comments.

Need more nodes in the pool. Also have a pool on the DL side and can flock between them. David
Cooke noted that at Huddersfield they persuaded the central support people to include Condor in the
image for public access machines. Ideal solution for single processor codes.

Q. John Brooke asked about a BOINC type solution. Rob noted difference between push and pull
models. Jonny Smith noted that BOINC can also back-fill as can Condor.

Rashid Mehmood described parallel solution of large sparse linear equation systems using Markov
chains and queueing theory. Markov decision processes (MDP) are discrete state methods applicable
in many areas of science and engineering for real life steady state and transient problems resulting in
matrix equations. We want to solve complex and large problems, typically many dimensions (up to
1 billion or so). Want to solve Ax=0. There are direct and iterative methods: Gaussian elimination,
Jacobi, Power, Gauss-Seidel, Krylov subspace. Needs compact storage for very large matrices – don’t
store zeros (noted the fill in problem for Gauss elimination). Explicit or implicit methods, some graph
based. Out of core techniques (disc) are also used for large systems, would be good on SSDs (solid
state disk).

A Markov process is a stochastic process in which future state depends only on current state. These
are amenable to numerical analysis. We focus on continuous time Markov chains. Need to know
probablity of moving from one state to another which defines the state transition rate. Further details
are shown on the slides.

Rashid described serial Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel with variations for object oriented computing and
described a parallel Jacobi algorithm. It is therefore possible to solve very large systems in a reasonable
time, and is best if the matrix is structured.

Q. Andy Sunderland – have you compared timings with Krylov methods?

A. They are faster, but memory requirement is higher, so not as useful for large sysems. Might be
appropriate for multi-core systems with a lot of memory.

Q. Jonny – Trilinos has a built in parallel Jacobi solver: have you compared with it?

A. No, the novel aspect of current work is storage scheme applicable to extremely large models.

Andreas – Trilinos probably could not immediatley do the same benchmark.

John Allison explained that the developers are parallelising GEANT-4, a particle transport and
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interaction simulation code, and are currently producing a multi-threaded version v10. GEANT has
multiple functionalities and can handle complex geometries. It comes from high energy physics but
is applied to many other areas such as space science and medicine. Particle tracking is an obvious
candidate for object oriented programming, so C++ was chosen in 1994 and the first public release of
GEANT was 1999; current release is v9.6. Some 27 FTE are involved in development

GEANT is a toolkit, a set of libraries, user needs to define various objects and events. There are some
pre-built applications available.

Currently uses application level parallelisation, but pthreads is being added and works well up to 40
cores. May migrate to C++11 threads later. Vectorisation has been tried in the past, but doesn’t
work well for tracking because tracks can diverge. Some work going on with GPUs supported by
nVidia. Because GEANT-4 uses random events, parallel version is hard to test unless a repeatable
random sequence is used.

Q. Sam Tygier – where is most of the time spent?

A. It depends, probably 50% in computing the distances to geometric boundaries, 50% in physics
processes. No automatic tools to determine this.

Q. Mike asked about nVidia port. Currently ongoing.

David Brett described a parallel Differential Algebra (DA) code tackling an apparently linear problem
with OpenMP. Differential algebra codes are used for a variety of applications in accelerator physics.
They handle variables as a truncated power series, e.g. Taylor series. Martin Berz (Sixtrack), Alex
Dragt (Marylie), Etier Forest (MadX) have used this technique in the past.

The matrix code is a 1D DA code. Adding R and T matrices gives a 2D DA. We want larger ND,
but that gives a large power series. Some basic operations can be defined on the series, e.g. addition,
integration, mapping. Typically written in C++, using STL vectors instead of pointer arrays.

MPI and OpenMP being considered for parallelism and some details are given on the slides. Currently
getting speed up of 12 on 48 cores.

Chris Lingwood described multi-pactor simulations with VORPAL. Described the sort of problems
which can be encountered and demonstrated plotting using VisIT with and without space charge to
show the difference. It is more revealing to look at phase plots.

There were some interesting electron tracks. This kind of calculation is too time consuming on a single
PC; quicker on a cluster. Data analysis took even more time.

Q: What about doing it in 3D?

A. Yes, used a small mesh and got similar results, so may not have been converged. Could try again
on a bigger cluster.
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4 Agenda for Day 3

Day 3 consisted of four discussion sessions based on the topics outlined below. These were intended
to lead to new ideas, collaborations and suggestions for proposals.

What are the Physics Research challenges? facilitator Chris Prior (ASTeC-RAL and Oxford);

What are the Techniques and Algorithms Available? facilitator Michael Gleaves (Hartree Busi-
ness Development);

STFC Knowledge Exchange Funding Schemes: Vlad Skarda (STFC Swindon);

EU Funding Schemes: Mark Howitt (Inventya Ltd.);

Discussion on Funding Possibilities: facilitator Mark Howitt;

What next? Possible Collaborations and Proposals: facilitator Swapan Chattopadhyay (Cock-
croft Institute).

Day 3 was about how to make things happen, formulating both personal and collective plans. Prof.
Barlow introduced the workshop again and his conclusions from Days 1 and 2. Generally there are
a lot of new hybrid architectures around and more recent code mus be able to take advantage of the
low level parallelism available. Each session then had an introduction from the facilitator.

4.1 Accelerators and Codes: Requirements, Issues and Challenges

Generally (in some cases because of the age of their design) accelerators are poorly understood, and
the existing codes may be a long way from modelling everything. We may want to simulate a beam
all the way through from ion source to decay products. Different levels of approximations may be
required. Accelerators are complex. A lot of computing power may be required – but is it required all
the time or can different approaches be used for different individual parts?

Why are codes important? A number of reasons were highlighted, see also Figure 4.

• Generate the basic underlying machine design – indicate whether novel ideas are feasible.

– sets of self-consistent parameters

– optimised for performance

– avoid resonances, instabilities, minimise non-linear effects

• Establish likely machine performance – accurate modelling can save us money nowadays.

– predict effect and correction of failure mechanisms

– bracket allowable errors

– control or reduce beam loss

– identify beam properties on exit (e.g. to a target)
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Figure 4: What are Codes used for?

– quantify output energy, emittance and halo at full current

• Indicate whether novel ideas are feasible

• Develop commissioning strategies

• The codes themselves must be “certified” at some level

There are many useful beam dynamics codes now available to simulate linacs or rings. They are so-
phisticated, working in 3D with space charge and going up to 1012 particles in some cases. Simulations
can be very detailed, but not everything can be re-produced. What is wrong?

Can codes be used to support real time operations, e.g. by correcting machine characteristics? There
are ongoing efforts at SNS, J-PARC, GSI, ESS, etc. A list of some existing codes was given for beam
optics, PIC dynamics, integrating dynamics and ray tracing.

There are differences between beam optics and beam tracking codes. Where are the limitations? Ac-
curate 6D description of initial beam is one. As an example, SNS behaviour is poorly understood
because the inital beam is not well known. Accurate magnet placements are also required and de-
scription of fields. Diagnostic measurements may not be sufficiently accurate to check the codes. This
is a major consideration if used to control beam loss as mentioned in a previous talk.

Benchmarking codes is important – comparing codes, comparing with expt. and theory. Some recent
examples are shown on the slides [10]. In many cases results cannot be re-produced and do not agree
with theory. This is particularly true in the halo regions. Despite this, simulations may provide more
information than diagnostics alone can measure, e.g. EU FP7 HIPPI project did comparisons.

Work at NERSC in USA supported by SciDAC has used super-computers to push up the number of
particles simulated including space charge and radiation effects, but there is still little agreement with
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measured beam.

In principle, codes could be used for beam steering and machine tuning strategies, probably combined
with beam measurements. This would be useful for operations, e.g to compensate for failure in RF
cavities. Some work on XT-ADS linac using TRACEWIN [11]. Unfortunately it is too slow to use in
real time, but initial results are promising.

It is necessary to track particles for many turns when moving in rings, there can be convergence
issues and build up of errors, FAIR requires 1016 turns, 1014 are currently just about possible. Need
a symplectic algorithm so that errors don’t grow. Halo modelling is still a problem. An example was
given of IMPACT which uses a split operator method as mentioned in a previous talk. There is a long
list of effects which need to be included. Examples of electron cloud simulations were given.

An idea is to use a 6D Vlasov solver. Such solvers use Vlasov equations for distribution functions. A
similar idea has been used at the Met. Office for weather modelling. Andreas mentioned in this case
it may not need so many particles.

Some lists of ideally required code capabilities were given.

Ideal to include Should be capable of

Any type of RF resonator (3D fields) A wide range of E-M elements with 3D fields
Static ion optics devices (3D fields) End-to-end simulations from source to target
Radio frequency quadrupoles (RFQ) Simultaneous tracking of multiple charge states
Drift Tube Linacs (DTL) Interaction of beams with strippers
Couple Cavity Linacs (CCL) Automatic transverse and longitudinal beam

tuning
Different types of RF cavity (spokes, elliptical,
CH-mode etc)

Error simulations for all elements: static and
dynamic errors

Solenoids with fringe fields (model and 3D fields) Realistic correction procedure: transvers and
longitudinal

Bending magnets with fringe fields (model and
3D fields)

Simulation with large number of particles for
large number of seeds

Electrostatic and magnetic multipoles Beam loss analysis with exact location of parti-
cle loss

Multi-harmonic bunchers (MHB) Possibility of fitting experimental data: beam
profiles etc.

Axial symmetric electrostatic lenses H- stripping; black body radiation, residual gas,
Lorentz stripping

Entrance and exit of HV decks Inclusion of particle decays
Accelerating tubes with DC voltage Accurate non-linear tracking
Transverse beam steering elements Bunch-bunch interaction
Stripping foils, films for heavy ion beams Development to parallelised version in order to

simulate actual number of beam particles
Collimators: horizontal and vertical jaw slits

Future topics might include: FFAG modelling; full 3D field maps; benchmarking, e.g. comparing IM-
PACT and TRACEWIN; Operational simulation; High reliability design; 3D Vlasov solver; Interacting
bunches.
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Discussion

Suzie Sheehy and Andreas noted OPAL is being used, similar to cyclotron modelling. Want to look
at extraction. Using EMMA data. Jonny suggested using OPERA field map to extract 3D data.
Andy Wolski mentioned some work of this kind had been done, but not all features were re-produced.
The field map needed by a modelling code may be different to what an engineer would use, and field
measurements are extremely difficult. Ben Pine noted that a lot of effort goes into designs with the
assumption that we know all the parameters accurately, which is not the case. There are features
which can’t be taken into account. Jonny mentioned adjoint models where some reverse engineering
can be done to estimate field maps etc. and match them to geometries. Suzie noted this cannot be
done in the design phase. Mike mentioned similarity to design in other areas, e.g. car stability at
speed. Ben noted a 2.5D full simulation for ISIS might take 2 weeks for 12,000 revolutions. Hard to
know how to reduce that to 1 day, but want to get this so we can control down from 5% to 0.1% loss.
Simulation will complement practical operations.

Andreas said people want a steering tool which includes halo. They are still trying to understand
a machine (PSI) that is 40 years old. Looking for reduced models which are fast and can give an
operator useful feedback. He suggested that for proton machines we need reduced models based on
physics intuition, possibly semi-empirical and parallelised with a cluster attached to the machine for
operational purposes. Want information about halo and losses. Want to tune the model based on
measurements.

Conclusion: 3D field maps need to be added into all the codes. Example of Orbit Separated Cyclotron
in treatment of beams in RF cavities. Jonny noted feedback is also required.

Ben said existing tools can be taken and run on the fly with different parameters to get a good fit and
optimisation algorithms included. Jonny mentioned immediate access is needed as this would be done
when there are beam problems. Ben mentioned SCARF as an example of an available cluster close to
a facility. Andreas said the model should be run continuously with feedback from the machine. Data
is already going into a database, so could be used in a reduced model. Chris said he would like to
apply this to as ISIS Linac too (also 40 years old). MTG mentioned similar things are done in financial
applications – e.g. micro-trading c.f. micro-beam dynamics. On ISIS, longitudinal beam dynamics
etc. are on-line now. Diagnostics are very important and need to be included from the start.

Some codes are difficult to use, e.g. no manual for IMPACT, but OPAL has a 100 page manual [9]
(community effort). Ben contrasted benefits of using pre-built code with writing your own. For the
latter it’s useful to know what algorithms are available. Could be a useful community effort to have
codes and algorithms described on line and documented so that they could be compared. Jonny
suggested some sort of training, others said a Wiki would be useful. Andy Wolski mentioned there are
also many different conventions around which can complicate things. Andreas suggested a community
effort would be useful based on existing codes. Can then concentrate on the models and try to get
them faster. Time to solution critical for operational applications. Existing algorithm libraries should
also be tested, documented and used.

Mike asked about the nature of the community – open source, etc. Andreas noted there are around 8
FTEs involved in OPAL, plus around 10 users at any time. There has to be some sort of control of
this. One way is to run daily tests. Also need coding guidelines, releases, doxygen, etc. This can give
a minimum of quality assurance. Jonny noted similar process are in place for commercial software
development. Automated regression tests are run on different platforms. Community code relies on
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good will and incentives, e.g. may not be able to publish an academic paper just from writing code.
Ben noted that the community is fragmented because there are different types of devices and codes
are written for each type using different approximations. E.g. as presented in PUFFIN talk. There is
little overlap between the way the codes work. Some underlying algorithms might be the same, but
need to tested in all parameter regimes. There are however sufficient similarities that we can learn
from different applications. Can one general code be usel? Roger noted GEANT-4 for particle-matter
interactions. Jonny said Vorpal is aimed at a lot of different applications, but not tracking. Simon
Albright asked about halos, want to know about 1% of beam. Can accuracy be varied? Chris said
this needed a particle-core model. Ben noted GSI are interested in this because their core beam is
stable, but approach may not work at ISIS. Chris noted that there are some strange effects which can
occur and such approximations might not always work.

High reliability machines have a lot of built in redundancy which means their geometric setup might
be complex. Roger suggested that modelling failures might be tricky. Need to identify which are the
critical parts. Suzie and Ben noted that it may not be complete failure, but maybe just a change to
the field. This area presents a big challenge.

Different interacting bunches can have different energies (if on different turns) – they are close in real
space (so “talk” to one another) but separate in phase space. This can be treated in OPAL; needs
different Poisson solve for each bunch, so a good use of HPC.

Andy Wolski noted that there are also lots of issues for electron machines including space charge and
synchrotron radiation. There is a wide diversity of operating regimes. Larisa Malysheva noted 3D
maps also needed for modelling fields around detectors.

Jonny talked about Vlasov solvers, Tech-X have some development going on with 2D plus 3D solvers,
particularly in high energy community. There is an EPSRC project with Warwick and AWE. Andreas
mentioned a 4D solver. We should look at what is going on in related fields.

Bas van der Greer has asked why we need 109 particles. We can do simple designs on a laptop. Jonny
said if that we true we could use Condor to do optimisation. MUON1 Grid project at RAL was
mentioned; uses more processors than Hartree running as an optimisation challenge. Bad results are
filtered out and good ones seed future calculations.

Despite the existence of fast computers, we should still think about the physics and careful coding;
need to track errors etc. Good numerical analysis is still required, don’t necessarily need to develop
algorithms ourselves but use good existing packages.

4.2 What are the Techniques and Algorithms Available

Mike opened the discussion by showing how the Hartree Centre is trying to integrate capabilities by
putting together groups of people and technology. How would we do continuous innovation in this
research area? Or do we do something completely new, but include information based on previous
work? Is ease of use an issue?

What is the trend in computing – slow clock speeds, complex heterogeneous systems. How do we port
codes? The cell processor has been mentioned; its a risky strategy to use such things for open source.
If you have 100,000 cores is there a new class of problem we can address?
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Discussion

Andy Porter mentioned that if we’re developing a code to have a long life we should look for a stable
platform. Things like GPUs and Intel MIC are currently not stable. Andreas suggested a multi-
threading approach which could cover many target processor types. Intel Phi is much easier than
GPU because it can be programmed using OpenMPI, nevertheless it’s still got lots of low powered
cores and only a small amount of memory. They seem to be taking off and becoming widely available.
Rob noted we could have several clusters using this kind of processor right next to beamlines to do
various things. Jonny suggested that a similar thought process took place 10 years ago in the SciDAC
project and software like Vorpal is the result.

Ben noted much of the initiative is likely to come from the bottom up. We need a flexible approach.
What are the problems? What are the barriers? Ease of access to and use of computing resources
helps people get started and try out ideas. Training and support are important to get people using
the systems. Commercial codes are often designed to be easy to use, e.g. with GUIs etc. and contrast
to open source. Six basic functions in MPI can get you started.

Rashid mentioned tools which are easy to use – are they always efficient? How good is utilisation of
the computer systems? Ease of use may be an individual impression. GPUs are here for a reason,
can be efficient if used appropriately and will save energy. So ease of use is not everything and part
of the community wants to be at the forefront. Rob mentioned access to novel platforms, e.g. via
DisCo and PRACE. Can provide access to the community to try things. Rashid also mentioned crowd
sourcing, network based technologies, ontologies, Web based methods, etc. Need to look at a range
of architectures and develop ideas and solutions. That part of the community can provide tools for
scientists to build their models. Steve Andrews asked if codes should be portable. Rob noted trade off
between portability and efficiency of a code which is going to be heavily used on a specific platform.
Roger noted that currently very little portability is possible on HPC systems but Jonny said compilers
are getting better. Rashid suggested different people can look at different architectures, and this can
also lead to innovation and later uptake.

Hayley Smith asked about Grid and cloud computing. Steve suggested using clouds could lead to the
lowest common denominator. Rob said it may be useful for the jobs which could also run on a Condor
pool, but not sure about real HPC jobs. Rashid’s view is that cloud is really a bit like Grid but more
commercial. Virtualisation is used and its really more of a business model than a solution. STFC and
OCF are offering a (non-virtualised) cloud solution for commercial users because of the more flexible
charging model. Can we hide the complexity of the hardware through interfaces?

Rob asked if its worth putting things in the Cloud if users won’t understand when the results are
correct or not. Roger said some codes can be trusted more than others. Mkie said a lot of the cost is
associated with data upload and download. Rashid suggested improvememts to networking in future
will make more things possible. Security can also be an issue and must be handled appropriately,
particularly for sensitive data.

Rob asked if this community does actually share data? Ben noted that visualisation has been high-
lighted as a big requirement, could a cloud be used to do this kind of thing in a consistent way?
Rashid said there is probably no technical issue to doing this, so what is the business model? Jonny
suggested it has to be a community effort to make things like data format converters available, PDF
is an example. Andy Porter pointed out that we’re talking about business models and not sure how
this overlaps with accelerator physics community.
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Roger noted that there is a community writing open source codes and comparing them. Mike noted
that adoption is not straightforward, codes need support etc. There seem to be a few complementary
codes, e.g. SixTrack and Merlin.

Andreas is a bit skeptical about the cloud. He mentioned grand challenges, SciDAC etc. in the
USA which has produced very little inter-operable data or codes. The chemistry community is more
uniform, but we don’t just have a small number of codes which can be maintained and compared.
We don’t yet have a common understanding of how to do things so we can’t yet use the cloud. Ben
said we need lots of innovation, need a way of sorting out the successful attempts and supporting
them. Rashid said then sustaibability is important, which can be achieved by sharing. Validation and
verification is important. Making things work together is important.

There was a discussion about data connectivity, need to know how big datasets are and what needs to
be transferred. Can’t move multi-TB around easily. Mike asked about linking sensors into feedback
loops with the simulations. Ben said it can be risky as bad results can damage the machine so we
are probably a long way from automatic optimisation. Andreas said there are various diagnostics and
it can take around 5 minutes to do one measurement. For operational applications we need to have
a response in less than 1 minute which is a challenge which would require a mid-size cluster in the
control room. Ben noted, unfortunately results of modelling don’t agree with experiment, so need
operators to turn the knobs. This is particularly true in high intensity regimes.

Simon talked about porting codes. Making things easier often implies that there is less functionality.
Is this a risk? Some tools have a simple interface plus an advanced one. Often work can be based on
example templates.

Andy Porter asked about expertise in STFC? What are the real challenges? Looking at large simu-
lations with large meshes has been done in SciDAC. Is there an option for looking at data intensive
problems? Simon noted there is some demand for high memory multi-physics applications. Ben noted
that for newer machine designs the is better agreement providing fine meshes and 3D field maps are
used.

Ben suggested we set up a Wiki etc. to share relevant information – Rob has now done this using the
Hartree Centre community portal.

4.3 STFC Knowledge Exchange Funding Schemes

Vlad Skarda introduced the fist topic on knowledge exchange funding. KE grants can be issued by the
STFC Programme Directorate based in Swindon. The external innovation group manage relationships
with industry and other facilities plugging the gap between research and commercialisation via a
collaborative R&D programme. They can undertake to help with exploitation of research that has
been funded by STFC.

Key aims are: transfer, exploitation, partnerships and collaboration, economic impact.

Opportunities include: KT Partnerships (TSB), follow on funding, enterprise fellowship, innovation
partnership scheme, mini-fellowship. More details are available in the slides.

The STFC Innovation Club runs workshops.
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4.4 EU Funding Schemes

Mark Howitt is a project manager for the Centre for Global Innovation (with Lancaster and Liverpool
supporting 285 companies). He noted that funding is increasingly for taking ideas and products to
market more than for scientific innovation per se. We now have to answer the question “what is it
going to be used for?”. Inventya is in Vanguard House on the Daresbury campus, an international
engineering and technical consultancy advising companies (at a cost) on commercialisation and helping
to seek funding. They have 15 people with offices in 3 countries. Services were described on a slide
plus a lot about market testing.

There is an increasing need to collaborate with SMEs (small to medium enterprises). Research has to
be shown to be helping economic growth. Consider TRLs (technology readiness levels). Work together
with an SME who will then take the outputs to market.

Cross border collaboration is favoured in Europe, there are 100s of collaboration mechanisms. Frame-
work, FP7, Horizon2020, TSB, Eurostars, TSB Smart, KTP, ERDF, etc.

TRLs – from NASA, widely discussed, adopted and adapted. They typically map against funding
source, see slide.

European strategy – various targets and roadmaps. Can our research contribute to the strategic
targets?

UK government schemes: UKTI, Other, Fiscal measures such as tax credits.

Horizon2020 (FP8) will be the biggest single pot of funding in the EU. Proposal process will be simpler
than before and fully integrated. Up to E80bn for international collaborative working. Expected
excellent science, industrial leadership, addressing societal challenges. First calls 1/1/2014.

4.5 Discussion on Funding Possibilities

Roger noted that money for pure research is getting harder to find. He suggested that funding available
seems to be somewhat restrictive. Mark said that if an idea meets the criteria it will definitely be
considered, but there is less money than previously, especially this year. Some 1:10 applications to
TSB get approved currently. There are lots of accelerators in use, they are mostly built and maintained
by commercial companies, e.g. in hospitals, companies vulcanising tyres, etc. If we can help them
build better accelerators this would fit the bill. Hence our work is very relevant, but we need to think
how to make the proposal and ensure that it satisfies the social objectives.

Mike noted that we (STFC) make losses on EU grants. Mark suggested that such work has to be done
with big companies who will make up the losses.

Robin Tucker asked about Inventya fee structure. Mark explained that its largely drawn from project
funding that is won, but he could not give the definitive answer. There may or not be an annual fee.
They could act as project managers so would receive money from EU.

A company should be less than 50% owned by another company to qualify as an SME. Not clear if
Tech-X would qualify, Vlad thought Tech-X UK Ltd. would as they are registered here and pay UK
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tax. Rob asked about not-for profit companies. They have a small number of employees and small
turnover so should qualify.

Mkie asked about IPS. There are 3 calls per year with reasonable chance of success, awards up to
£150k p.a. in similar sectors to EU funding. There was further discussion about schemes and how to
make up shortfall, e.g. by claiming management fees or rebates from LEP, etc.

Vlad mentioned he could help to organise a workshop with industry as part of a networking activity.
One is coming up for SKA (square kilometre array) to help develop consortia in advance of bidding
for construction projects. They have particular requirements such as ultra-fast network and huge
quantities of data. Also needs to be very energy efficient. Fault tolerant in remote hot locations (the
desert). Such technology could apply to other areas in the future, e.g. banks.

Brian McNeil said, as an academic his market place includes large scale facilities around the world. He
hopes they will adapt his ideas to generate better tools, but does not directly sell his outputs. Mark
urged him to think about accelerator applications and future applications which might be enabled
through changes in design. Everyone used to have an accelerator in their living room (TV), but
they now have one in their kitchen (microwave oven). Publication and public disclosure of results (as
required by REF) may lose the rights to IP – need to get better advice about this, e.g. from university
innovation office. It may be possible to develop downstream IP which can be protected. This is a key
issue.

Roger noted very few patents are actually exploited, so may be better to publish and then sell expertise.
Patents are very important for companies, but there are important strategies to follow.

Mike asked where is the best current place to get funding? IPS sounds like a good one. Could also be
already operating EU programmes which provide ongoing funding. TSB grants are industry led.

4.6 What next? Possible Collaborations and Proposals

Swapan asked for a panel to join him: Mike Gleaves, Roger Barlow, Jonny Smith, Peter McIntosh...

There seem to be several ways to do things using computers. We have a system of charged particles and
a set of magnetic fields. Structures range in sizes from nano-metres to macroscopic, wavelengths range
over these sizes too. A small numbers of particles can be treated accurately in quantum chemistry, but
we have many particles with simple treatments. Everything has to be self consistent with dynamic,
adaptive moving, time and frequency domain, with feedback hopefully in real time. Look at: (1)
structures; (2) particle dynamics; (3) radiation. Photonics, RF, particle dynamics from source e.g.
electron guns. We need collaborations between computation side, physicists and engineers.

Discussion

Roger noted that one obvious candidate for future work is OPAL which we will try to install on the
Hartree BG/Q tomorrow. It can then be tested. AsTEC group will be applying it to FFAGs. This
will in principle allow us to get answers more quickly, not necessarily a revolution? Andreas and Suzie
suggest that it will allow new things to be done, for instance space charge of a proton bunch in a
serpentine channel in FFAG. In a 10MW FFAG we need to look at space charge effects. This is in
fact new territory. For high intensity designs we need to study distribution of losses in the machine
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and extraction.

Swapan asked about 6D visualisation tools. Suzie noted this has been discussed and could be done
using VisIT. Can help with quick understanding and add value. Andreas noted he already has a
collaboration with Berkeley so can save each time step and visualise. Rob mentioned we have immersive
visualisation facilities at DL and RAL (part of the Hartree Centre facility). Suzie mentioned also doing
work in Japan and can do comparisons across 3 machines.

Electron beams for CLARA is a related topic.

What happens when there is a beam passing through a small structure and interacting with a gas?
Near field, far field, and intermediate including TeraHertz must be considered. Could test this in
EBTF to do the comparison. Hywel Owen is looking at some interaction with matter, e.g. using
GEANT in the context of proton therapy.

Robin Tucker has been discussing a project with Mike Ashworth. He wants to count eigenvalues of
modes in cavities and parellelisation will help. This is relevant to calculating stresses in dieletrics.
Need to find zeros of transcendental equations and do it for many geometric configurations. Jonny
noted this is potentially a Condor type of application. Robin needs to re-code his Maple software into
Fortran or C. Andreas had some suggestions too.

Rob and Ben will set up a Sakai worksite for the workshop community where people can share ideas
and information.

Sergio Paoloni is doing particle cell simulation and wants to be able to do faster calculations, com-
parison of results to experiment needs support from the computing community. He needs to use finer
meshes to test convergence. Jonny suggested Vorpal could be used. Maybe we could learn something
from what engineers do with meshes?

Robin noted there is also a problem with using the correct physical boundary conditions, particularly
radiation fields in the presence of barriers depending on frequencies and materials, e.g. conductance
may not be well known. This is important for CDF across the areas of interest here. Rob noted that
BA Systems, e.g. the group from Filton, are also interested in similar things, maybe this would be a
potential collaboration.

Swapan mentioned the CLARA project – next generation electron-laser facility. It has very compli-
cated dynamics with 6D beam phase space interacting with radiation dynamics – PIC plus radiation
and co-propagating beams. Need ways to optimise and guide the experiment. Dave Dunning noted
that Lawrence Campbell is working with the PUFFIN code and collaborating with Hartree. Jonny
mentioned will also be developing Vorpal for FEL applications. Both these pieces of work are relevant.

Swapan said that even if the software is ported, we need new ways of using it when designing complex
systems, for instance using visualisation, and new algorithms may be required. Jonny has discussed
this with Brian McNeil. There was also discussion about using genetic algorithms, e.g. as introduced
by Bas. Need to develop this into a more generic framework.

Swapan mentioned proton driven plasmas which can convert more energy than from electron beams.
We have some codes such as Vorpal. Need to do robust calculations to prove that the idea would
work. Guoxing Xia who was present on Tuesday has tested some of this. Boundary conditions are
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also important.

There is still the possibility of using GPUs, for instance Vorpal can exploit for certain types of calcu-
lation. Peter McIntosh wants to look at cavity structures. Need high resolution, restricted by memory
available.

Swapan noted that in USA there is already work going on under SciDAC with Cray systems etc.
Ben mentioned Orbit code which arose from this. SciDAC – Panagiotis Spentzouris, PI of SciDAC
accelerator project, Co-PI is John Carey. LLNL group are coming to HC Industry workshop 29-
30/1/2013.

How are we going to get additional funding support. Collaboration with industry has been discussed.
Peter is working with Katherine Robertson (ASTeC Business Development) to grow an industrial
project and will send her a copy of this report.

Suzie and Ben asked about taking forward training events. Hartree Centre is planning future events,
also DTCs are being discussed. Visualisation might be a good target, MPI also. We also host the
HPC Short Course Consortium on-line resource [12]. This is funded by EPSRC for Ph.D. students and
holds an annual 2-week academy. Jonny noted there was a plasma physics workshop on computational
techniques also aimed at training Ph.D. students. There is an ETHZ course on numerical algorithms
which is 2 hours per week.

5 Comments and Conclusions

Initial actions from the workshop were as follows.

1. Establish a well defined OPAL project;

2. Establish an eigenvalue counting project;

3. Investigate advanced visualisation using Hartree facilities;

4. Investigate meshing, e.g. using Hartree large memory systems;

5. Set up a Wiki and add information, e.g. HCEA forms etc.

The collaboration area including Wiki is now on the Hartree Centre Community Portal and available
to workshop participante and others. See http://community.hartree.stfc.ac.uk/portal/site/

accelerators.

Hartree Centre project application forms are being circulated to people who want them. Mike Ash-
worth described the type of projects which can be supported. Collaborative with external funding plus
STFC resources both computer time and staff effort. HC partners such as IBM, OCF, Intel, nVidia
Mellanox, DDN and ScaleMP can also be involved. Following the workshop three such proposals were
submitted and are included in the table below.

A summary of ideas and projects discussed during and after the workshop is as follows. Any areas
which are un-funded could form the subject of a future bid or other collaboration.
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Title Description Status

AWAKE Proton driven plasma wakefield accelera-
tion

Funded including Hartree
early access resources
(HCEA)

GPU Elegant GPU port of Elegant software Proposal written, could run
on Hartree GPU nodes

ACCPHYS Accelerator Design and Simulation HCEA proposal submitted
from ASTeC-AP

OPAL Space charge and wakefiled simulations of
the EBTF phot-injector using the OPAL
code

HCEA proposal submitted

NGLS Next generation light source modelling ini-
tially using the PUFFIN code

HCEA proposal submitted

CLARA plasma
cell

Electron driven plasma wakefiled acceler-
ation

may benefit from AWAKE
and input from Tech-X

THz Research into large THz structures and re-
lated

un-funded work at Lancaster

Cavity simulation Design work using a number of indepen-
dent HPC codes

un-funded work at Lancaster
and Manchester

Cockcroft@Home HTC computations using philanthropic
computing model

Potential TSB bid

Meta-material re-
search and pho-
tonics

HPC intensive models for linear and non-
linear dialectrics.

Possible collaboration be-
tween Daresbury, Lancaster
and Tech-X

Radiation in-
teraction with
tissue

SAR type calculations, e.g. for cancer
treatment, plus imaging

not yet funded, but some re-
lated work going on

Electron cloud
studies

possibility of collaboration be-
tween Tech-X and Oxford

Visualisation Large scale visualisation relevant to
AWAKE, to the visualisation of OPAL
simulations of the FFAGs, and PUFFIN
code

Possible collaboration to use
Hartree viz resources

FOCUS Photonics code needs to be made more
user friendly

Need to explore market

Sputtering Model sputtering magnetrons used for film
coatings and more advanced models of sec-
ondary emission

Potential industrially relevant
project

Plasma septum Investigate feasibility of a sheath field to
divert a beam

Potential project at ISIS

ISIS General work on intense beams Work ongoing but could ben-
efit from HPC

Parallelisation Improve performance of codes such as
MARYLIE, IMPACT, Elegant

Requires staff funding for soft-
ware engineering

Vlassov solvers See discussion above Requires staff funding for ba-
sic development
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Training Basic training in programming and effi-
cient algorithms

Suggest offer by SCD or
Hartree

Code coupling Couple existing codes to tackle challeng-
ing problems, relevant to CLF for instance

Requires staff funding for ba-
sic development
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